ABA Disclosures for Study Abroad/Exchange Program

Ireland

1. The nature of the relationship with the foreign institution

   Emory Law and Trinity College have entered into an exchange agreement through which students from each institution study at the other’s institution for a defined period of time (usually one-two semesters).

2. The number of students who studied at the foreign institution in the previous year:

   In Fall 2014, five Emory Law students participated in the exchange with Trinity.

3. Requirements for student performance and grading methods:

   Trinity professors assign grades based on an assessment of one or a combination of the following: a student’s semester coursework, class participation, written assignments such as term papers, and examinations (both in-class and take-home). Students who receive grades of “Lower Second Class Honours” or higher will receive a “P” on their Emory Law transcripts. Any exceptions are made by the vice dean or his designee.

4. Name, address, telephone number, and email address of the contact person at the foreign institution:

   Kelley McCabe, Senior Executive Officer
   School of Law
   Trinity College
   Dublin 2, Ireland
   Tel: 00 353 1 679 2392
   Mccabek@tcd.ie
5. The extent to which the country, city, and facilities are accessible to individuals with disabilities:

Public access accommodation in Ireland may not be equivalent to standards in the United States. Persons with disabilities should discuss any concerns with Emory Law’s and Trinity’s study abroad administrators. Travelers with disabilities should review the U.S. Department of State’s website at www.travel.state.gov for links to the country-specific Information for Ireland and at www.travel.state.gov/travel/tips/health/health_4971.html for additional information and resources.

6. Circumstances under which the study at the foreign institution is subject to cancellation, what arrangements will be made in the event of cancellation, and information regarding prior cancellations, if any:

Emory Law reserves the right to cancel or suspend our exchange program with Ireland under extraordinary circumstances such as natural disaster, war, political instability, or emergency. In such an event, students will be notified by email, and the vice dean will use best efforts to arrange for applicants to enroll in other Emory Law courses. Emory Law may discontinue our exchange program at the conclusion of the exchange agreement, which is re-evaluated approximately every two years.

The exchange program with Ireland has not been canceled previously.

7. Information on the availability, approximate cost, and location of housing:
Emory Law exchange students pay current Emory Law tuition and fees directly to Emory, except for the sports and athletic fee. Emory Law financial aid applies. Trinity does not have any on-campus or dormitory housing of its own; however, Trinity does its best to assist students in finding housing near campus.

8. Refund policies, in accordance with Standard 509(c)(1):
Emory University’s standard withdrawal and refund schedule applies. More information is located on the university registrar’s website.
Germany

1. The nature of the relationship with the foreign institution:
   Emory Law and Bucerius Law School have entered into an exchange agreement
   through which students from each institution study at the other’s institution for a
   defined period of time (usually one-two semesters).

2. The number of students who studied at the foreign institution in the previous year:
   In Fall 2014, no Emory Law student participated in the exchange with Bucerius.

3. Requirements for student performance and grading methods:
   Courses are usually graded based on students’ performance in the final exams. Exams
   are first graded by Bucerius faculty in accordance with the Bucerius grading system,
   i.e. on a scale of A-F, similar to that in the United States. The lowest passing grade is a
   C.

4. Name, address, telephone number, and email address of the contact person at the
   foreign institution:
   Sabrina Henning, Programs Coordinator
   Bucerius Law School
   Hochschule für Rechtswissenschaft
   Clifford Chance International Office
   Jungiusstr. 6
   20355 Hamburg
   Germany
   Tel.:  +49 (0)40 3 07 06 - 113
   E-Mail: sabrina.henning@law-school.de

5. The extent to which the country, city, and facilities are accessible to individuals with
   disabilities:
   Public access accommodation in Ireland may not be equivalent to standards in the
   U.S. Persons with disabilities should discuss any concerns with Emory Law’s and
   Bucerius’ study abroad administrators. Travelers with disabilities should review the
   U.S. Department of State’s website at www.travel.state.gov for links to the Country
   Specific Information for Germany and at
   www.travel.state.gov/travel/tips/health/health_4971.html for additional information and
   resources.
6. Circumstances under which the study at the foreign institution is subject to cancellation, what arrangements will be made in the event of cancellation, and information regarding prior cancellations, if any:

Emory Law reserves the right to cancel or suspend our exchange program with Bucerius under extraordinary circumstances such as natural disaster, war, political instability, or emergency. In such an event, students will be notified by email, and the vice dean will use best efforts to arrange for applicants to enroll in other Emory Law courses. Emory Law may discontinue our exchange program at the conclusion of the exchange agreement, which is re-evaluated approximately every two years.

The exchange program with Bucerius has not been canceled previously.

7. Information on the availability, approximate cost, and location of housing.

Emory Law exchange students pay current Emory Law tuition and fees directly to Emory, except for the sports and athletic fee. Emory Law financial aid applies. Most students obtain private housing near Bucerius’ campus, and accepted students will receive information from Bucerius on suggested locations in which to seek housing.

8. Refund polices, in accordance with Standard 509(c)(1):

Emory University’s standard withdrawal and refund schedule applies. More information is located on the university registrar’s website.
Australia

1. The nature of the relationship with the foreign Institution:
   Emory Law and the University of Sydney have entered into an exchange agreement through which students from each institution study at the other’s institution for a defined period of time (usually one-two semesters).

2. The number of students who studied at the foreign institution in the previous year:
   In Fall 2014, no Emory Law students participated in the exchange with Sydney.

3. Requirements for student performance and grading methods:
   Sydney professors assign grades based on an assessment of one, or a combination of, the following: a student’s semester coursework, class participation, written assignments such as term papers, and examinations (both in-class and take-home). Grading at Sydney Law is on a scale of 0-100, with 50-64signifying Pass, 65-74 signifying Credit, 75-84 signifying Distinction, and 85-100 signifying High Distinction. A pass or higher will earn a “P” at Emory. Any exceptions are made by the vice dean or his designee.

4. Name, address, telephone number, and email address of the contact person at the foreign institution:
   TRICIA CORONEOS (Ms), International Office
   The University of Sydney
   Level 4, Jane Foss Russell Building (G02) | The University of Sydney | NSW | 2006
   T +61 2 8627 8326
   tricia.coroneos@sydney.edu.au

5. The extent to which the country, city, and facilities are accessible to individuals with disabilities:
   Public access accommodations in Australia may not be equivalent to standards in the United States. Persons with disabilities should discuss any concerns with Emory Law’s and Sydney’s study abroad administrators. Travelers with disabilities should review the U.S. Department of State’s website at www.travel.state.gov for links to the Country Specific Information for Australia and at www.travel.state.gov/travel/tips/health/health_4971.html for additional information and resources.
6. Circumstances under which the study at the foreign institution is subject to cancellation, what arrangements will be made in the event of cancellation, and information regarding prior cancellations, if any:

Emory Law reserves the right to cancel or suspend our exchange program with Sydney under extraordinary circumstances such as natural disaster, war, political instability, or emergency. In such an event, students will be notified by email, and the vice dean will use best efforts to arrange for applicants to enroll in other Emory Law courses. Emory Law may discontinue our exchange program at the conclusion of the exchange agreement, which is re-evaluated approximately every two years.

The exchange program with Sydney has not been canceled previously.

7. Information on the availability, approximate cost, and location of housing:

Emory Law exchange students pay current Emory Law tuition and fees directly to Emory, except for the sports and athletic fee. Emory Law financial aid applies. The University of Sydney offers on-campus housing in residential colleges and other University-owned housing; however, the on-campus residential colleges usually request that students sign a lease for Sydney's full academic year (February to November). The University does not have a central housing service, so students must apply directly to their preferred on-campus residences. Students who wish to live off-campus are encouraged to arrive at least two to three weeks before the semester begins, both for orientation and to allow enough time to find housing. Once in Sydney, you may meet with accommodation officers who will advise and assist with off-campus housing options and details. Past program participants have also recommended websites like www.gumtree.com.au for local housing options.

8. Refund policies, in accordance with Standard 509(c)(1):

Emory University's standard withdrawal and refund schedule applies. More information is located on the university registrar's website.
Singapore

1. The nature of the relationship with the foreign Institution:

   Emory Law and Singapore Management University have entered into an exchange agreement through which students from each institution study at the other’s institution for a defined period of time (usually one-two semesters).

2. The number of students who studied at the foreign institution in the previous year:

   In Fall 2014, no Emory Law students participated in the exchange with SMU.

3. Requirements for student performance and grading methods:

   SMU professors assign grades based on an assessment of one or a combination of the following: a student’s semester coursework, class participation, written assignments such as term papers, and examinations (both in-class and take-home). Students who receive grades C or higher will receive a “P” on their Emory Law transcripts. Any exceptions are made by the vice dean or his designee.

4. Name, address, telephone number, and email address of the contact person at the foreign institution:

   Lee Weijun (Ms)
   Manager, Global Student Programmes
   Singapore Management University
   81 Victoria Street, Singapore 188065
   Tel: +65 68085203
   wjiee@smu.edu.sg

5. The extent to which the country, city, and facilities are accessible to individuals with disabilities:

   Public access accommodation in Singapore may not be equivalent to standards in the United States. Persons with disabilities should discuss any concerns with Emory Law’s and SMU’s study abroad administrators. Travelers with disabilities should review the U.S. Department of State’s website at www.travel.state.gov for links to the Country Specific Information for Singapore and at www.travel.state.gov/travel/tips/health/health_4971.html for additional information and resources.
6. Circumstances under which the study at the foreign institution is subject to cancellation, what arrangements will be made in the event of cancellation, and information regarding prior cancellations, if any:

Emory Law reserves the right to cancel or suspend our exchange program with Singapore under extraordinary circumstances such as natural disaster, war, political instability, and emergency. In such an event, students will be notified by email, and the vice dean will use best efforts to arrange for applicants to enroll in other Emory Law courses. Emory Law may discontinue our exchange program at the conclusion of the exchange agreement, which is re-evaluated approximately every two years.

The exchange program with Singapore has not been canceled previously.

7. Information on the availability, approximate cost, and location of housing:

Emory Law exchange students pay current Emory Law tuition and fees directly to Emory, except for the sports and athletic fee. Emory Law financial aid applies. Occasionally, Singapore is able to offer housing for incoming exchange students, but likely that you must find housing close to campus.

8. Refund polices, in accordance with Standard 509(c)(1):

Emory University’s standard withdrawal and refund schedule applies. More information is located on the university registrar’s website.
South Korea

1. The nature of the relationship with the foreign Institution:

   Emory Law and Seoul National have entered into an exchange agreement through which students from each institution study at the other’s institution for a defined period of time (usually one-two semesters).

2. The number of students who studied at the foreign institution in the previous year:

   In Fall 2014, one Emory Law student participated in the exchange with Seoul National.

3. Requirements for student performance and grading methods:

   Seoul professors assign grades based on an assessment of one or a combination of the following: a student’s semester coursework, class participation, written assignments such as term papers, and examinations (both in-class and take-home). SNU professors grade students on a scale of 0-4.3, with 4.3 representing an A+, 4.0 an A, 3.7 an A-, 3.3 a B+, and so on down to 0.7 as a D-. Students who receive grades of C (2.0) or higher will receive a “P” on their Emory Law transcripts. Any exceptions are made by the vice dean or his designee.

4. Name, address, telephone number, and email address of the contact person at the foreign institution:

   Moon-kyung Baik
   SNU Manager for Exchange Programs and Partnerships in the US
   Tel. +82 (0)2 880 2594
   exch_america@snu.ac.kr

5. The extent to which the country, city, and facilities are accessible to individuals with disabilities:

   Public access accommodation in South Korea may not be equivalent to standards in the United States. Persons with disabilities should discuss any concerns with Emory Law’s and Trinity’s study abroad administrators. Travelers with disabilities should review the U.S. Department of State’s website at www.travel.state.gov for links to the Country Specific Information for South Korea and at www.travel.state.gov/travel/tips/health/health_4971.html for additional information and resources.
6. Circumstances under which the study at the foreign institution is subject to cancellation, what arrangements will be made in the event of cancellation, and information regarding prior cancellations, if any:

Emory Law reserves the right to cancel or suspend our exchange program with South Korea under extraordinary circumstances such as natural disaster, war, political instability, and emergency. In such an event, students will be notified by email, and the vice dean will use best efforts to arrange for applicants to enroll in other Emory Law courses. Emory Law may discontinue our exchange program at the conclusion of the exchange agreement, which is re-evaluated approximately every two years.

The exchange program with South Korea has not been canceled previously.

7. Information on the availability, approximate cost, and location of housing:

Emory Law exchange students pay current Emory Law tuition and fees directly to Emory, except for the sports and athletic fee. Emory Law financial aid applies. Seoul National does not have any on-campus or dormitory housing of its own; however, Seoul National does its best to assist students in finding housing near campus.

8. Refund policies, in accordance with Standard 509(c)(1):

Emory University’s standard withdrawal and refund schedule applies. More information is located on the university registrar’s website.
China

1. The nature of the relationship with the foreign Institution:

   Emory Law and Shanghai Jiaotong University have entered into an exchange agreement where students from each institution study at the other’s institution for a defined period of time (usually one-two semesters).

2. The number of students who studied at the foreign institution in the previous year:

   In Fall 2014, one Emory Law student participated in the exchange with Shanghai Jiaotong University.

3. Requirements for student performance and grading methods:

   Shanghai Jiaotong University professors assign grades based on an assessment of one or a combination of the following: a student’s semester coursework, class participation, written assignments such as term papers, and examinations (both in-class and take-home). Students who receive a passing grade or higher will receive a “P” on their Emory Law transcripts. Any exceptions are made by the vice Dean or his designee.

4. Name, address, telephone number, and email address of the contact person at the foreign institution:

   KoGuan Law School
   Shanghai Jiaotong University
   1954 Huashan Road
   Xuhui, Shanghai 200030
   P.R. China
   86 21 6293 4761
   Email: xinli_ma@sjtu.edu.cn, langshu731@126.com
5. The extent to which the country, city, and facilities are accessible to individuals with disabilities:

Public access accommodation in China may not be equivalent to standards in the United States. Persons with disabilities should discuss any concerns with Emory Law’s and Trinity’s study abroad administrators. Travelers with disabilities should review the U.S. Department of State’s website at www.travel.state.gov for links to the country-specific information for China and at www.travel.state.gov/travel/tips/health/health_4971.html for additional information and resources.

6. Circumstances under which the study at the foreign institution is subject to cancellation, what arrangements will be made in the event of cancellation, and information regarding prior cancellations, if any:

Emory Law reserves the right to cancel or suspend our exchange program with China under extraordinary circumstances such as natural disaster, war, political instability, and emergency. In such an event, students will be notified by email, and the vice dean will use best efforts to arrange for applicants to enroll in other Emory Law courses. Emory Law may discontinue our exchange program at the conclusion of the exchange agreement, which is re-evaluated approximately every two years.

The exchange program with China has not been canceled previously.

7. Information on the availability, approximate cost, and location of housing:

Emory Law exchange students pay current Emory Law tuition and fees directly to Emory, except for the sports and athletic fee. Emory Law financial aid applies. Shanghai does not have any on-campus or dormitory housing of its own; however, the school does its best to assist students in finding housing near campus.

8. Refund policies, in accordance with Standard 509(c)(1):

Emory University’s standard withdrawal and refund schedule applies. More information is located on the university registrar’s website.